How can states anticipate which behaviors other states will pursue or forgo? States employ various tools—deterrence, treaties, political commitments, customary rules, etc.—that attempt to do so. For all their diversity, such efforts share a common objective: to instantiate norms. In international relations, norms represent shared expectations about appropriate (or inappropriate) behavior within a given community. Just as norms can set expectations for individual human behavior—what clothes we wear, what utensils we use, when we resort to violence—they provide powerful vehicles for structuring state behavior. Norms explain why states accept the propriety of territorial boundaries just as they explain the social condemnation that follows perceived violations. And where states engage in behaviors that become unwanted, constructing new (or different) norms provides a pathway for reducing or eliminating them. Normative changes, for example, explain why “modern” states no longer engage in acts like slavery, plunder, or gunboat diplomacy.

With such a legacy, it is not surprising that the United States turned to “cybernorms” to address the rising insecurity of cyberspace, especially where it could be attributed to key states like China. For nearly a decade, the United States had two significant goals for affecting Chinese behavior in cyberspace: (1) dampening data theft from US commercial sources via cyber means; and (2) reducing the risk of an inadvertent armed conflict due to unaligned expectations of cyber “rules of the road.”

By its end, the Obama administration could point to achievements on both fronts. In 2013, a United Nations Group of Governmental Experts (the UN GGE), including experts from both the US and Chinese governments, adopted a consensus report indicating that “international law, and in particular the Charter of the United Nations, is applicable and is essential to maintaining peace and stability and promoting an open, secure, peaceful and accessible ICT [information and communication technology] environment.” In September 2015, President Barack Obama and President Xi Jinping announced a “common
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understanding” on cyberespionage. They agreed that neither the US nor the Chinese government “will conduct or knowingly support cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property, including trade secrets or other confidential business information, with the intent of providing commercial advantages to companies or commercial sectors.”

Precisely how much to celebrate either deal has, however, proven a matter of some controversy. Some experts cited the 2013 GGE report as a landmark breakthrough, given earlier Chinese insistence on the need for new (rather than extant) international law when it comes to cyberspace. On the other hand, critics question the sincerity of China’s commitment given the GGE’s subsequent inability to elaborate how international law would apply. Similarly, praise for the Obama-Xi understanding ranged from a good step forward to a “historic” commitment. Recent reports have noted a marked decline in commercial cyberespionage operations attributed to Chinese sources. Some suggest, however, that this reduction simply reflects a move to more sophisticated, harder-to-observe methods. Moreover, to the extent that there has been a shift in Chinese behavior, a 2016 FireEye report questioned whether it could be attributed to the Obama-Xi deal. The report traced the decline to an earlier, internal decision by the Xi government to launch anticorruption reforms that led to more control over “illegitimate use of state resources.”

For the most part, these critics and proponents have measured both deals by focusing on their contents—on what they say. That approach certainly has merit. After all, both agreements derive from normative projects—efforts to create reliable expectations about China’s future actions (or inactions). We cannot reliably assess their success (or failure) without attention to the phrasing and meaning of the agreements reached.

At the same time, such a content-only analysis is necessarily—and substantially—incomplete. Norms are not fiat, nor are they synonymous with agreement. Rather, norms are inherently social constructs that emerge and spread by processes of interactions among particular groups of actors in specific contexts. Thus, those who seek to establish a norm (so-called norm entrepreneurs) have many more choices beyond deciding what they want the norm to say, including (1) which other ingredients to employ in constructing a norm; (2) where they will do so; and (3) by what mechanisms they expect the norm to develop and evolve.

For starters, norms—which social scientists describe as “collective expectations for the proper behavior of actors with a given identity”—comprise not one, but four, distinct ingredients: (a) behavior—the action (or inaction) directed; (b) identity—the members of a specific community or group that accepts the norm; (c) propriety—the sources that justify delineating the proper or improper behavior (e.g., law, culture, religion, politics); and (d) expectations—the intersubjective understanding that gives the norm its social force among group members. The quality of each of these ingredients can vary widely. Expected behavior, for example, can range in its depth from highly precise and certain “rules” to broad “principles” that outline general categories of action or inaction.
entrepreneurs must, therefore, decide which particular alignment of ingredients to pursue in crafting a norm.\footnote{23}

Second, norm entrepreneurs must decide where they will promote their norm.\footnote{24} They may do so by grafting it onto an existing institution or regime, thereby endeavoring to leverage the legitimacy and effectiveness that accompanied prior successful efforts.\footnote{25} Or, they may opt to promote a norm ad hoc, employing new processes tailor-made for the desired normative outcomes.\footnote{26}

Third, as with a recipe, the mechanisms by which norm ingredients are combined matter. Norm entrepreneurs have different tools that they may deploy—whether alone or in combination—to form or spread their desired norm. These mechanisms divide (loosely) into three categories: (1) incentives (positive “bribes” and negative “sanctions”); (2) persuasive arguments; and (3) socialization measures (e.g., naming and shaming, professional training).\footnote{27}

Thus, norm entrepreneurs like the United States must attend to many more choices than what they want a norm to say (as important as that choice might be). Such choices are, moreover, often consequential—each involves potential risks and rewards that can shape a norm’s realization and effectiveness. As such, the unit of analysis for a norm lies not in its mere visible manifestation in some agreement, but in the strategic construction of the processes in which that agreement is situated. Simply put, the process is the product of any normative project.\footnote{28}

The strategic consequences of a process-oriented analysis of cybernorms are evident in the choices that underpin both the 2013 UN GGE consensus on the application of international law (what I call the “IL norm”) and the Obama-Xi understanding on state-sponsored commercial cyberespionage (the “CCE norm”). Along all the metrics listed above—ingredients, location, and mechanisms—the two projects reflect very different choices. Such comparisons do not reveal all the choices open to norm entrepreneurs nor are they (yet) sufficiently robust to endorse specific choices for particular contexts.\footnote{29} But they do illustrate the wide spectrum along which such choices may be made. More important, they offer a new lens for assessing ways in which the evolution of norms and their interaction are empowered or constrained by chosen ingredients and mechanisms. States (and scholars) would thus do well to assess current and future efforts to construct cybernorms with China by looking at not just one, but all aspects of the normative process.

Beyond the trade-offs it reveals in designing cybernorms, a process-oriented vision also provides the necessary foundation for situating these projects within broader contexts. Cyberspace is rife with various norms in manifold communities across a range of topics. Domestic and international laws, political processes, and technical protocols already reflect significant normative commitments at different stages of development and diffusion.\footnote{30} Thus, decisions about whether to pursue a specific normative ingredient (or a particular location or a certain mechanism) must attend not just to the range of alternatives but to how each
choice will map onto existing normative frameworks. Success is far from assured. Indeed, even as it seeks to change Chinese behavior via the IL and CCE norms, it is important to recognize that the United States does not hold a monopoly on norm entrepreneurship. China can—and does—have a normative agenda of its own (most notably in its pursuit of norms tied to the concept of “cyber sovereignty”). Any strategic construction of US cybernorms must anticipate how China’s own norm promotion efforts may affect US efforts, whether by successfully shifting expectations among other states or by altering the United States’ own expectations of what constitutes appropriate behavior in cyberspace.

**Norm Promotion: Which Ingredients?**

For the United States, pursuing the IL norm involved a very different set of choices than for its pursuit of the CCE norm. The two norms involve very different categories of behavior, different group identities, different sources of propriety, and different intersubjective understandings. Such differences, moreover, led to different opportunities (and constraints) for the resulting norm processes themselves.

*Behavior—Rules or Principles?*

Cybernorms can direct behavior at various levels of precision, most notably via rules, standards, and principles. Rules are precise enough to allow an ex-ante appreciation of what the behavior involves. Standards, in contrast, involve directions (i.e., “reasonable” behavior) that are best evaluated ex-post in light of all the facts or some background policy. Principles, meanwhile, set forth only general courses of conduct under which many behavioral options remain open.

Looking at our two examples, the CCE norm is clearly embodied in a rule while the IL norm states a principle. As a rule, the CCE norm is framed with precision. It identifies the norm’s subjects (the US and Chinese governments) and clarifies specific actions to avoid (conducting or knowingly supporting) with respect to a defined object (“cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property, including trade secrets or other confidential business information”) and a defined purpose (for “competitive advantages”). By tailoring the norm with such detail on “who should do what,” the CCE norm provides a level of certainty about its expectations and ready boundaries for its application. Of course, there will always be interpretative ambiguities (i.e., what does it mean to “knowingly support” cyberespionage?) just as there will be questions of fact (i.e., whether an intellectual property cyber theft was done with the “intent of providing competitive advantages?”). As a rule, however, the CCE norm cabins such questions to a discrete checklist against which the norm’s subjects (and third parties) may measure conformance. Thus, whether or not the CCE norm is the proximate cause, the reduction in cyberespionage against commercial targets conforms to it.

At the same time, however, rules carry a rigidity that may create difficulties for norm processes. Rules assume the norm subject’s capacity to conform. In the CCE context, this creates
questions about why there is continued reporting of commercial cyberespionage—is it due to the Chinese government's unwillingness to comply or, despite Xi's recent efforts, will some Chinese agents retain autonomy to slip the bonds of central control? Moreover, where circumstances are subject to rapid change—as is the case in the ICT environment—rules may lack the flexibility to adjust. For example, the CCE rule only speaks of intellectual property theft for commercial advantage, leaving it unavailable if new malware practices (e.g., ransomware) are repurposed for a commercial advantage (i.e., targeting competitor systems and networks).

Principles, in contrast, have more imprecise formulations that trade behavioral certainty for flexibility. They contemplate behavioral expectation but with such breadth that the norm's subjects may treat a wide swath of behavior as conformance. The IL norm, for example, is framed in a passive voice, identifying the norm's subjects—states—only by implication, and then only directing them to treat a broad concept—international law—as applicable. This leaves China (or the United States for that matter) ample room to assert conformance since—unlike the CCE norm—the principle's terms lack the means for verifying conformance with its contents. Of course, in the right circumstances, this may be more a feature of principles than a bug. The IL norm gains its force by operating as an umbrella, covering a broad range of norms associated with international law, thereby allowing it to become a proxy for a range of normative claims instead of just one. Thus, China's accession to the IL norm implicates questions about its conformance with a whole range of more specific international law rules and standards (e.g., the law of armed conflict, human rights, state responsibility). Indeed, one might view China's ongoing push for "cyber sovereignty" as an effort to narrow how international law applies or otherwise expand the range of its own domestic jurisdiction. As such, the IL norm—and the competing interpretations ascribed to it by the United States and China—may end up having broader systemic implications for the Sino-US relationship (let alone cyberspace itself) than the narrower range of conduct engaged by the CCE norm. Moreover, the IL principle has flexibility; if international law changes (i.e., states negotiate a new global treaty), the norm can accommodate such developments.

None of this is to suggest that the IL principle was a better choice than the CCE rule (or vice versa). Their effectiveness must be measured, not against each other, but with respect to the goal that motivated the United States to promote them in the first place. The success of the CCE norm may turn on concrete analyses of Chinese behavior, but it would be a mistake to measure the IL norm along similar lines. In its initial iteration, the IL norm sought to avoid unwanted future behavior by China (e.g., threats to international peace and security, armed conflict) more than it targeted ongoing behavior. Thus, it is much harder to analyze the efficacy of the IL norm where the lack of activity (i.e., the unwanted behavior) may be attributable to the norm, or may be accounted for by a range of other possible explanations, creating a measurement problem of sorts. Such different functions make comparisons of the norms' relative efficacy difficult. Still, there are clear trade-offs involved in the choice to pursue a rule or a principle (or, for that matter, a standard) that demonstrably affect the contours of both the IL and CCE norms.
Identity—Which Group Should a Norm Target?

Norms make behavioral claims on a group (or community) of actors based on their identity with that group. For example, individuals who are identified as physicians have certain norms, just as do entities that claim the status of nation-states. Of course, both individuals and states will belong to more than one group at the same time. In the ICT context, for example, China’s communities include all nation-states, like-minded ones (e.g., the Shanghai Cooperation Organization), bilateral relationships, and multistakeholder groupings (e.g., ICANN, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers). Moreover, actors within China may also comprise a discrete group (e.g., members of its ICT industry) that may be subject to a separate suite of normative claims.

China’s various communal ties present a range of identities that the United States may tap into to pursue norms. And in the IL and CCE cases, the United States tapped very different group identities. The IL norm was targeted at all states, including China. In contrast, the CCE norm originated with a community of two—the United States and China. As with the selection of rules, principles, and standards, the selected group affects the shape of the norm processes that emerge.

By opting for a bilateral formulation, the United States was able to tailor the CCE norm’s contents to the problem it wanted solved. Although gaining China’s acceptance was reportedly not easy, the bilateral formula avoided the transaction costs of including additional parties. It is an approach particularly appropriate for the powerful—where there is no need to incorporate the power or expertise of additional actors because their capacity or consensus is unnecessary. Indeed, by going bilateral the United States may have actually signaled a greater respect for China’s power and capacity in cyber operations than if it had pursued a larger plurilateral or global norm at the outset (an acknowledgement that might, in turn, help explain China’s eventual acquiescence). Of course, US efforts may still produce success on those broader identity fronts since, as the reaction to the creation of the CCE norm shows, mimicry is possible. Other powerful states (e.g., the United Kingdom, Germany) sought to secure China’s accession to a similar norm bilaterally, leading eventually to the CCE norm’s adoption in the G-20’s plurilateral forum of the most powerful nations.

On the other hand, by going bilateral, the United States sent a signal that it had specialized interests in China’s behavior that suggested it had less concern with similar actions by other actors. Thus, by going bilateral, the United States had to forgo potentially broader gains from a norm that could have included other states which might engage in similar behavior, such as Iran, Israel, or Russia. Even vis-à-vis China, the force of the CCE norm may remain unclear, given the risk that China could find another normative claim on its identity (e.g., derived from its cybersecurity treaty with Russia) to be more important when the two compete or conflict. Indeed, it is even possible that China’s own understanding of the
norm concept might be sufficiently different from that of the United States such that more direct bilateral confrontations over its application could occur.51

In contrast, the IL norm is structured as a global norm for all states. China is treated as one of the nearly two hundred nation-states potentially subject to this rule. The upside of going global lies in its systemic potential—global norms for all states may stabilize behavior generally by reducing normative competition and conflicts that can pull at a state like China when they are set in bilateral and plurilateral contexts. On the other hand, a norm for all states necessarily involves a much wider array of interests and values, leading (generally) to shallower contents.52 Indeed, the IL norm may be a paradigmatic case of a lowest common denominator norm. It is possible that, over time, global norms can build confidence leading to deeper normative commitments.53 But such temporal issues may trade off against the potential for more immediate results among a smaller grouping.

Of course, in pursuing deals with China, both the IL and CCE norms assume China has the capacity to conform. That may not be much of an issue with respect to the IL norm given the centrality of states to the international legal order. But the CCE norm’s focus on the Chinese government does at least raise the possibility of a coverage gap for China-based commercial cyberespionage that the Chinese government does not “conduct or knowingly support.”54 To accommodate cases where the relevant behavior involves state and non-state actors, the United States could have considered constructing the norm around different group identities, such as a multistakeholder grouping or even the global ICT industry if it were determined to have the most capacity to make the desired norm effective.

Propriety—The Source of a Norm’s Claim for Conformity

The United States has an array of different sources for separating proper from improper behavior in cyberspace, including law, political commitments, professional training, and culture.55 For its part, China has chosen to push a conventional source (i.e., a new global treaty) for its own norm promotion efforts, with the United States being the one to resist the idea of situating cybernorms in an international legal instrument.56 In doing so, the United States has resisted the credibility that a treaty might provide, presumably out of concerns over difficulties in reaching agreement internationally, the increasingly stalled US domestic approval process, or the “lock-in” effects that treaties generate.57

Whatever its concerns about a treaty, the IL norm shows that the United States does not object to using international law as the basis for a norm’s propriety. Indeed, the invocation of the social forces of international law appears to be the whole point of the IL norm.58 But such an invocation comes with conditions, positive and negative. On the one hand, relying on international law brings in an attendant set of norms for responding to nonconforming behavior (e.g., the law of state responsibility).59 There is no need for the normative process to construct additional compliance mechanisms because such mechanisms exist by default.
On the other hand, the exact reasons why international law matters remain disputed. Some suggest there is a socialization of international law that exerts a substantial compliance pull on state behavior, while for others, most international law norm conformance tracks national interests. As such, critics sometimes wonder about what exactly is gained by invoking the mantle of international law.

In contrast, the CCE norm does not come with the baggage of existing international legal processes or ontological questions. Rather, it was carefully (but quickly) framed in nonlegal terms. It draws its authority from the political force of the “common understanding” among Presidents Obama and Xi. The speed at which appropriate lines can be drawn is a key benefit for norms that rest on the force of politics (in contrast to the often drawn-out procedural processes associated with legal norms, whether domestic or international). Similarly, to the extent the CCE norm sources to a political process, that process can change rapidly. If, for example, the Trump administration decides the political calculus has shifted, the CCE norm might be destabilized. Conversely, China might decide that the political commitment to one president (Obama) is not suited to another (Trump). And that is one of the downsides of using politics as a source of propriety; the more malleable nature of politics means its norms likely lack the credibility and stability that accompany law or the deeper seeded expectations of a particular culture.

It is possible, of course, for norms to derive their propriety from multiple sources. Thus, the IL norm emerged as the product of an (often heated) political negotiation, making it rest on politics as well as international law. And for the CCE norm, US domestic law provided another source of authority—alleged Chinese violations of which led to the indictments of five People’s Liberation Army (PLA) officers more than a year before the Obama-Xi deal. Naturally, China may resist tying a norm’s propriety to the requirements of foreign law. Yet China’s recent cybersecurity law suggests it also recognizes the value of domestic legal authority as part of broader norm promotion efforts. In either case, it is clear that the CCE norm’s alignment with US domestic law enabled sanctions that may have played a role in getting China to consent to the CCE norm directly. This suggests that norm promotion efforts may be done sequentially. In other words, the United States may choose to invoke a particular source for a norm’s propriety at Time 1 (e.g., domestic law) only to shift to a different source at Time 2 as the norm’s subjects show a willingness to internalize and act on it (i.e., via a political commitment). Of course, depending on the circumstances the sequence might be reversed, beginning with cultural expectations or a political commitment that is later instantiated in law. There is no fixed recipe for balancing trade-offs or sequencing different sources of propriety, but greater awareness of the options makes for better strategies.

Expectations—What Type of Internalization to Seek?

For sociology, the norm’s gold standard for shared expectations is full internalization—where the expectations are so ingrained among members of a community that they perform them without thinking. Full internalization has its attraction to those seeking
cybernorms. Since the attribution problem complicates the ability of group members to observe the propriety of each other's behavior, a norm that is performed without the need for monitoring or verification would be attractive. Yet, full internalization also has its downsides. Settling expectations may not be socially optimal in a rapidly changing ICT environment; it risks creating path dependencies at the expense of normative shifts that might improve the stability and security of cyberspace overall.

On the other end of the spectrum are norms that receive mere lip service, where members of the group acknowledge the norm but some act inconsistently with its expectations. The insincerity of these expectations may cause obvious problems for the norm to achieve its desired goal. And yet insincerely shared expectations may be better than no expectations at all. Over time, social forces (i.e., cognitive dissonance, organizational platforms) can transmute insincerity into more deeply shared expectations of proper behavior. The Helsinki Accords serve as the paradigmatic example where initial Soviet insincerity on human rights eventually transformed into acceptance of a global system of human rights monitoring and organizations.

Originally, many suspected the CCE norm fell into the lip service category, although reports by FireEye and others suggest that China has actually altered its behavior in significant ways. In fact, the IL norm may be a better example of lip service. To date, China has said that it accepts international law’s application to cyberspace but continues to resist moves to elaborate how specific fields of international law—most notably the laws of armed conflict—do so. Whether continued calls for China to explain its understanding of the extant law in various forums like the GGE will shift its expectations remains to be seen. In any case, as the Helsinki example suggests, we should not be too quick to read the IL norm’s expectations as entirely ineffectual.

More important, norm entrepreneurs constructing a cybernorm may target a much broader spectrum of shared expectations than just the poles of full internalization and insincerity. For example, some normative expectations may become, in the words of Cass Sunstein, incompletely theorized: states recognize and perform the delineated behavior as proper without agreeing on why they do so. For example, to the extent China does conform to the IL norm, it may do so because it wants to invoke international law principles like sovereignty, which in turn help empower control over content and traffic on its own networks. The United States, in contrast, likely wants international law to apply because it can act as a restraint on aggressive behavior by China and others against the United States, private industry, or individual civil liberties. The latest information also suggests that the CCE norm may be incompletely theorized as China conforms for internal reasons different from the security risks that motivated the United States’ initial promotion efforts.

Incompletely theorized agreements offer a glass that can be seen as half full or half empty. On the one hand, these shared expectations involve concrete behaviors that conform to the norm’s contents. As such, they may be more effective than insincere accommodations to norm promotion efforts. On the other hand, these expectations are not fully internalized
because of some (often significant) differences in values or interests. This means that, as the norm iterates over time, tensions are likely to emerge where these values or interests may push group members in different directions when it comes to performing the norm or seeking to alter its contents. For example, if national security interests are driving Chinese expectations on the CCE norm, one could imagine China interpreting the category of cyberespionage for commercial advantage to exclude espionage against commercial entities in places like Japan or Taiwan on the grounds that it implicates national security even if it also produces economic losses for those actors targeted.77

Taken together, we see that the IL and CCE norms involved different types of ingredients. The United States had to decide how precisely it wanted to define the desired behavior, for which group it would do so, on what basis of propriety, and with what targeted end-stage of expectations. Moreover, as discussed above, these choices have strategic significance, involving possibilities and perils that can influence the resulting norm process. Table 1 summarizes the selections made for both IL and CCE norms as well as those options left on the table.

**Table 1. The Ingredients of US-China Cybernorms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normative Ingredients</th>
<th>Choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013 UN GGE Report on the application of international law</td>
<td>Obama-Xi Statement on cyberespionage for commercial advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>Universal (all States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propriety</td>
<td>International Law, Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>Lip Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Location: Whether to Graft Norms or Institute Ad Hoc Processes

Having decided the structural framework for a norm, entrepreneurs must still decide where they want to situate its processes. International relations scholars have noted, for example, the potential benefits of grafting—integrating a norm process within an existing institution or regime.78 Grafting heightens the visibility of the norm process and, to the extent the host institution has legitimacy and a track record, lends that aura to it as well. Where the norm is constructed and processed in a well-known forum, its subjects may be more likely to accept it and perhaps even internalize it more quickly.79

The IL norm clearly follows the grafting path. The United States pushed it in one of the more visible of international institutional platforms: the UN General Assembly’s First
Committee. Moreover, it sought to advance the norm through a process—a GGE—that had precedents and successes in other areas where novel developments required collective responses. As such, when the GGE concluded in 2013 (and again in 2015) that international law applied, the world took notice of the consensus (especially China’s role therein).

Yet grafting has its limits. The organizational processes and cultures of the host institution cabin the norm’s development. It is no coincidence that when states and scholars discuss the IL norm’s meaning they almost always refer to those aspects of international law concerned with international peace and security (e.g., the prohibition on the use of force and the law of armed conflict). That scope tracks the disarmament and arms control mission of the First Committee. As such, the grafted IL norm is self-limiting. Despite the critical importance of international law’s application to a broader array of ICT issues—like human rights or transnational cybercrime—these aspects of the IL norm have received relatively little attention. Indeed, to the extent such issues are raised in the GGE process, they are dismissed as outside the ambit of the process itself.

Similarly, to the extent one sees a greater role for the ICT industry in the maintenance of international peace and security than in other contexts, it might make sense to pursue norms in settings where those actors could have a voice. By choosing the GGE, however, this option is foreclosed; the GGE is a closed, non-transparent process made up solely of states. As such we might predict its norms, including those on international law, will feature different contents or points of emphasis than if the norms were located in a more multi-stakeholder setting.

Instead of grafting, cybernorm entrepreneurs can also stand up ad hoc norm processes. Ad hoc processes may be tailored to the problem presented without the constraints of a preexisting organization’s membership, mission, or values. The CCE norm started out as such a case. In fact, it was notably absent from the list of US norms promoted at the GGE. Instead, Presidents Obama and Xi reached a common understanding that addressed their mutual concerns. The fact that they represent two of the world’s largest powers meant that they did not need the visibility that grafting offers.

On the other hand, the theatrics surrounding the Obama-Xi joint statement were substantial. It required a significant investment of personnel and resources, with regularly scheduled meetings among various ministers and principals, alongside logistical challenges like setting up communication mechanisms that most standing organizations worked through long ago. And unlike the stability afforded by preexisting institutions, the durability of the CCE norm’s follow-on processes is much less assured. Those who pushed the original understanding (the Obama administration) have been replaced by new actors (the Trump administration). Moreover, the CCE norm process remains one among many in an age of “infinite meetings.” Its importance and priority to China vis-à-vis other processes (e.g., the World Internet Conference, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization) remain unclear.
Mechanisms: Choosing the Tools for Norm Promotion

Once a norm has been framed in terms of its ingredients and located in an existing or new process, there remains the choice of tools— incentives, persuasion, and/or socialization— to promote and distribute it. Properly aligned incentives have demonstrated a capacity to control behavior, which may explain why the United States chose incentives in its quest for the CCE norm. Its incentives came in both positive and negative forms. The United States undertook a series of documented steps designed to penalize China for its unwanted behavior, including indicting members of the PLA, drafting a sanctions regime, and threatening to deploy it. At the same time, some reporting suggests that China undertook the CCE norm in return for a positive incentive—a US decision not to respond to China’s hacking of the Office of Personnel Management, which as traditional espionage otherwise fell outside the CCE norm’s ambit.

The use of incentives may work to control Chinese behavior for a time, but they also can pose a problem of continuity. For incentives to work, the United States must maintain the will and resources to keep up incentives indefinitely or long enough for socialization processes to take hold. If China perceives that the United States’ political will to divide commercial cyberespionage from more traditional variants is fading, it opens up the possibility of a Chinese backlash where the government authorizes renewed commercial cyberespionage activities (a scenario that may be worse than the situation before the norm promotion efforts began, if one assumes that some of the pre-2015 commercial cyberespionage was done by unauthorized government agents or actors).

Of course, the United States did not limit itself to incentivizing the CCE norm. It also used public and diplomatic communication channels to try to persuade China of the propriety of making the distinction between espionage for commercial and security purposes. Persuasion has obvious appeal for norm entrepreneurs since the persuaded are more likely to fully internalize the norm. The question becomes how to tell when persuasion has taken hold. For example, are ongoing reductions in commercial cyberespionage by China a reasoned acceptance of US arguments? Or are they motivated by other factors (e.g., the desire for more centralized control or a desire to avoid public exposure of Chinese operations)? When motivations for nonconforming behavior are hard to observe, persuasion is difficult to assess. Moreover, it is no secret that Chinese and US officials operate pursuant to different value systems, and such differences complicate persuasive mechanisms. Where the values are unaligned, the best the US normative outcome may achieve is the aforementioned incompletely theorized norm where China and the United States accept the same behavioral conditions, albeit for very different reasons.

Unlike the CCE norm, persuasion appears to have been the central tool for advancing the IL norm, with the United States using the GGE meetings as a key forum for persuading China (and other states) of the value in recognizing the applicability of international law.
In larger groups such as this, however, the United States faces the risk of “norm capture.” The United States may have successfully persuaded the GGE on the existence of the IL norm with the expectation that doing so would trigger deeper conversations about the use of force or the law of armed conflict. But China, along with some other GGE members, has sought to repurpose the norm to align with its own interests in advocating other areas of international law, namely, sovereignty. As such, China and other states may have been persuaded to apply international law to support a very different set of activities than those envisioned by the United States.

Beyond incentives and persuasion, tools of social influence, such as naming and shaming or capacity-building, may also be deployed to promote and distribute norms. By publicizing what is seen as nonconforming behavior, naming and shaming reinforces the norm’s existence and invokes the social pressures of group membership on any nonconforming actor. Naming and shaming featured prominently in the US promotion of the CCE norm, including its endorsement of the Mandiant Company’s report (on Chinese cyberespionage), anonymous US official quotes in the media, and, of course, the indictment of individual PLA officers for their activities. Indeed, given the unlikelihood that those officers would ever come within US jurisdiction, the entire purpose of the PLA indictments was apparently to name and shame China into a change of behavior.

Naming-and-shaming efforts work best where the violator has the capacity to conform and has a strong affiliation with the community within which the norm exists. Where the community is not “tight,” there’s a risk that the violator may decide membership is not worth the costs of conformity. Such a risk is very real for a group made up of the United States and China. That pairing is not tight, unlike, for example, the US relationship with the United Kingdom. By expanding that group over time to include the whole G-20, however, there may be greater social pressures to conform as that is an identity that China may be more reluctant to sever.

Socialization may also come through capacity-building for the norm itself, whether in the form of technical assistance, training, or the establishment of communication networks. Thus, the United States and China have pursued the construction of a hotline. That hotline will provide an opportunity for repeated interactions among US and Chinese officials to pursue the CCE and other norms (including those promoted by China). This may create a more communal basis for their interactions, which may, over time, strengthen the force of the norms themselves. For the IL norm, by contrast, capacity-building has come through training workshops. In 2016, for example, the GGE hosted a workshop including GGE members alongside international lawyers and other experts to discuss the application of international law in cyberspace. Exercises like this create opportunities for group members to learn about appropriate expectations and to adjust their behavior accordingly. How effective they are in shifting China’s behavior specifically may be open to question. China has its own community of international lawyers who often approach the law quite differently from their US counterparts, as past Track 2 efforts have shown.
Stepping back, as summarized in Table 2, the United States employed a limited set of mechanisms to pursue the IL norm. In contrast, it used almost every available tool to gain China’s acceptance of the CCE norm, which shows that these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, the CCE kitchen-sink approach has its advantages, whether on the theory that deploying multiple processes increases the chances that one will gain traction with China or that their combination may operate as a force multiplier. On the other hand, the United States may not always want to combine mechanisms. In other contexts, incentives have been shown to undermine socialization, leading group members to regard conformance in economic (i.e., “what are the costs and benefits of my non-conformance”) rather than social terms (i.e., “if I want to be a responsible state I should do X and not do Y”).

It is even possible that employing strategies in one process can have crossover effects on other norm projects. For example, as Adam Segal has noted, the US naming-and-shaming strategy with respect to the CCE norm has been tied to Chinese and Russian insistence on an evidentiary threshold for alleging violations of the IL norm (specifically, that allegations of internationally wrongful cyber behavior by a state “should be substantiated”).

### Conclusion

How should we evaluate the success of US foreign policy on China and cybersecurity? It is certainly tempting to focus on the texts of negotiated products like the Obama-Xi common understanding or reports from the likes of the GGE in which the United States and China participated. To do so, however, misunderstands the very nature of these agreements. These are normative projects that aspire to achieve US interests in affecting Chinese behavior by getting China to share certain expectations of proper (or improper) behavior based on its identity with one or more communities of actors. As such, they involve more ingredients than just an agreement on some specified behavior; they implicate issues of identity, propriety, and expectations as well. At the same time, it matters where the United States promotes the norm and the particular cocktail of mechanisms it employs to do so.

For each element of the norm and the process by which it is formed and spread, the United States had choices to make. Whether or not it made those choices conscientiously, each had strategic significance. Pursuing a rule for the CCE norm provided opportunities for measurement that are absent for principles like the IL norm. Pushing the CCE norm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Norm Project</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL Norm</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCE Norm</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bilaterally may have shown China sufficient respect to engender its acquiescence, but it excluded other states whose commercial cyberespionage activities may be problematic now or in the future. Understanding the particular implications of these choices not only helps us better understand the IL and CCE norms but also provides a menu that US policy makers may wish to consider in pursuing future cybernorms with China.  

As important as the choices on the norm’s architecture are, the questions about the processes for constructing it are of equal significance. Using the UN GGE to promote the IL norm allowed the United States to graft onto that framework’s legitimacy and past success even as its mission cabined the reach of any normative outputs to the security context. Similarly, it matters that the United States opted for a more ad hoc process for the CCE norm when it could have chosen to group that norm within the suite of those it was promoting at the United Nations. And, of course, the tools deployed to do this promoting implicate the effectiveness of the project in various ways; incentives may bring actors into conformance more quickly but require a continued investment of resources. In contrast, socialization takes more time, but offers the promise of fuller internalization. In other words, the mechanisms chosen can significantly affect the substantive content of the normative product that results. Taken together, it becomes clear that the success (or failure) of US normative efforts depends on their processes.

On a more fundamental level, we might even say that the norm process is the desired product. That process—rather than any specific agreement or “deliverable”—should be the unit of analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of US norm promotion efforts. True, measuring the success or effectiveness of a process is substantially more difficult than measuring compliance with a written commitment. But it is also likely to be a more accurate gauge for explaining and predicting state behavior.

Each time the United States or China acts under the banner of the IL or CCE norms, each has to decide what these norms mean and what behavior(s) they require. Each of these interpretations creates episodes of conformity (or nonconformity) that accrete and shape the expectations of the norm’s meaning. Thus, to understand how these norms affect state behavior we have to pay just as much attention to how state behavior affects the contents and contours of the norms themselves. In other words, norms are inherently dynamic processes that emerge and spread (or even die) over time. A process-centered theory of norms accommodates this dynamism in ways more traditional analyses of compliance do not.

Of course, the United States should expect unforeseen circumstances and the (natural) evolution of norms themselves. And as these changes occur, the strategic calculus may need to change, making norm construction not a set of onetime decisions, but an ongoing process of decision making. For present purposes, this means that the United States cannot let up in its push for international law or a prohibition on commercial cyberespionage. It also needs to pay attention to Chinese norm promotion efforts and to evaluate whether and
how they may affect those behavioral expectations that the United States wants to maintain or instantiate as proper in cyberspace.

As noted at the outset, efforts to promote norms do not occur in isolation. Norms emerge from existing contexts and against the backdrop of other norms and other norm entrepreneurs. The cybersecurity landscape is a pluralistic environment where the successful pull of conformity of one norm on an actor like China can reinforce or undermine its conformity with others. For example, although it has been careful to deny any legal force to the CCE norm, the United States must be aware that instantiating such a norm may affect the IL norm, a field that has long had an uneasy relationship with espionage.112 Accepting a norm prohibiting at least some forms of cyberespionage may reverberate with those favoring international legal regulation of espionage to the detriment of those who believe intelligence collection should lie beyond the international lawyer's reach.113

In the end, US policy makers have a hard job to do in evaluating existing and future normative projects with China. They must focus on an array of ingredients, locations, and processes, sensitive to the role of time, existing norms, and competing norm promotion efforts by China (and others). In doing so, America may not always be able to answer which choices will lead to more effective norms. Indeed, it is not yet clear that the cyberespionage deal was more successful than the agreement on international law (or vice versa). But, the United States can clearly benefit from strategic thinking about how norm processes with China will succeed or fail as much in the processes by which they operate as any particular deliverables they achieve.
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